Inspira on Sheet - Collar Fold Cards 3 Ways

Showcase both sides of your pa erned paper with this fun card front.
Basic & Offset Collar Fold Supplies
• 5-1/2” x 8-1/2” cardstock base, scored at 4-1/4”
• 4” x 5-1/4” patterned paper
• 4” x 5-1/4” coordinating cardstock
• Focal point cluster

Directions for Basic Collar Fold
1. On the long side (5-1/4”) of the patterned paper ind the middle at 2-5/8” and make a
1-3/4” cut from this mid point towards the center of the patterned paper.
2. Score from each corner to the end of the cut line. Fold back on the score lines to create
the collar.
3. Attach the collar pieces with dimensionals.
4. Attach the collar fold to the 4” x 5-1/4” piece of coordinating cardstock. (If stamping a
background on the opening do that step irst before attaching.)
5. Create desired focal point cluster and attach to the card front.
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Inspira on Sheet - Collar Fold Cards 3 Ways

Showcase both sides of your pa erned paper with this fun card front.
Directions for Offset Collar Fold
1. On the long side (5-1/4”) of the patterned paper measure 1-1/2” - 2” from one side and
make a 1-3/4” cut from this point towards the center of the patterned paper.
2. Score from each corner to the end of the cut line. Fold back on the score lines to create
the collar.
3. Attach the collar pieces with dimensionals.
4. Attach the collar fold to the 4” x 5-1/4” piece of coordinating cardstock. (If stamping a
background on the opening do that step irst before attaching.)
5. Create desired focal point cluster and attach to the card front.
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Inspira on Sheet - Collar Fold Cards 3 Ways

Showcase both sides of your pa erned paper with this fun card front.
Pocket Collar Fold Supplies
• 4” x 12” patterned paper
• 5” x 7” coordinating cardstock scored at 3-1/2”
• Focal point cluster

Directions for Pocket Collar Fold
1. On the long side (12”) of the patterned paper score 3-1/4” from each side to create the
sides of the pocket.
2. Measure 6” along the 12” side and make a 1-3/4” cut in from the side to create the
collar.
3. Attach the collar pieces with dimensionals.
4. Use liquid glue or tear tape to close the bottom of the pocket and overlap the ends to
close.
5. Fold the 5” x 7” cardstock in half and decorate the front of the insert card.
6. Create desired focal point cluster and attach to the front of the pocket.
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Inspira on Sheet - Collar Fold Cards 3 Ways

Showcase both sides of your pa erned paper with this fun card front.
Product List

Charming
Sentiments Bundle
(English)

Amazing Phrasing
Photopolymer Stamp
Set (English)

2022–2024 In Color
6" X 6" (15.2 X 15.2
Cm) Glimmer Paper

[158734]

[159246]

$0.00

$52.00

$12.00

Stylish Shapes Dies

Lights Aglow 6" X
6" (15.2 X 15.2 Cm)
Specialty Designer
Series Paper

Decorative Circle
Punch

[159930]

[159183]

$30.00

[159174]

$19.00

[159963]

$7.00

Festive Foils 12" X
12" (30.5 X 30.5 Cm)
Specialty Designer
Series Paper
[159536]

$10.00

$15.00

Embossing
Additions Tool Kit

[159253]

$12.00

[159535]

Festive Pearls

2022–2024 In
Color™ 6" X 6" (15.2
X 15.2 Cm) Designer
Series Paper

Metallics Embossing
Powders

[159971]

[155555]

$27.00

$18.00

Gingham Cottage
12" X 12" (30,5 X
30,5 Cm) Designer
Series Paper
[159651]

$30.00
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